How to use Gray Adjustment
1. Click Printer Adjustment on the main
screen.
The Printer Adjustment screen is displayed.

2. Click Gray Adjustment.
The Gray Adjustment screen is displayed.

3. Select the image Quality setting you want
to adjust.
Note:
❏ Available image quality settings differ according
to the loaded paper type.
❏The value of the gray adjustment is independent
in the paper type and image quality setting.

4. Click Color Balance.
The Color Balance screen is displayed.

5. On the Color Balance screen, click Print
from Adjustment Pattern.

6. Select Adjustment Pattern Shift Value,
and then click Print.
The adjustment pattern is printed.
7. Select the best pattern from the adjustment
patterns, and check the adjustment
number.
The color balance will be shifted to 12 directions.
The adjustment numbers are the letters and
numbers printed at the bottom left of each
pattern. (Example:RY-5)

8. Set the Direction and Shift Value.
Set the adjustment number for the selected
adjustment pattern.
When you change the settings, the changes
are reflected in the slide bar on the right of the
screen and the graph (tone curve) at the
bottom of the screen.

Note:
❏The tone curve shows the output strength for each input color (R: Red, G: Green and B: Blue). When there
are no corrections, the line goes straight from the top right to the bottom left; if the line curves down from this
position, the colors become darker, and if the line curves up, the colors become lighter.
❏You can adjust the color balance manually in Manual Adjustment on the right of the screen. When adjusting
manually, the value set in Pattern Adjustment is no longer used.

9. Click Print from Print Check Pattern.
The check pattern is printed.
Check that the color balance is as you
intended.

10. Click Set.
The settings are applied.
11. Click Back.
The Settings screen closes.

